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Abstract
The paper examines two European Commission initiatives on creating transnational media networks on European affairs, the Euronews television and the Euranet Plus radio network, and their roles in the European public sphere. An overview of Euronews and Euranet Plus is based on the author's research, first-hand contacts with representatives of the European Commission, media in Belgium and France, and field work at the editorial office of Euronews in Lyon-Ecully and at the editorial offices of Euranet Plus in Paris and Brussels.
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Introduction

The purpose of the study is to consider the models of audiovisual media on European affairs which are supported by the European Commission and presented by Euronews television and the Euranet Plus radio network, as well as their roles in the European public sphere. The preliminary research indicated that since 2005 the European Commission encourages the creation of audiovisual media on European affairs in Europe. As a result, in 2007 a new European radio network was established.

Several findings made during the preliminary research became stimuli to proceed with a further study. First, the literature review showed that there is a large body of scholarship on the European public sphere and there are sources on TV and radio media, but usually they are not considered from the perspective of creating media networks with a European agenda. Second, radio, as a tool to help create a public sphere, is arguably understudied. For example, Euranet, a European radio network that has existed for over seven years, was not mentioned within the scholarly literature. Finally, although there are several works that consider the Euronews project as an example of transnational European media, they are now dated and consider it without referring to the public sphere concept. So, this study is an attempt to collect and to summarize information on the European Commission initiatives on the creation of transnational audiovisual media networks with a European agenda. It is the first attempt to subject the radio network Euranet Plus to a scholarly study and to compare two audiovisual media on European affairs created at the European Commission initiatives.

The main research question explores the purpose of Euronews and Euranet in relation to the European public sphere, and how the Euronews experience could affect the development of Euranet Plus, which is yet another transnational medium of European affairs. More specifically, I address the following research questions: Does Euronews represent, in part, an effort to foster the development of the public sphere? What kinds of answers are given to this question by European observers and by EU institutions? Was the fostering of the public sphere a motivation for the creation of Euranet Plus? Does Euranet represent, in part, an effort to foster the development of the public sphere? What kinds of answers are given to this question by European observers and by EU institutions? How did the experience with Euronews affect the development of Euranet? Was there institutional learning?

The main hypothesis of this study is that Euronews and Euranet Plus, as audiovisual transnational media, represent an effort to foster the development of the European public sphere. Another part of the hypothesis is that Euronews provided institutional learning for Euranet Plus with the European Commission as the vehicle.

The theoretical framing of the issue relies on the theory of the European public sphere. The methodology relies on an analysis of primary and secondary sources. The primary sources
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2 I am grateful to Prof. Joan DeBardeleben for reviewing the final version of the article and offering valuable suggestions, as well to the two anonymous experts for their helpful comments and constructive critiques.
3 For example see Brüggemann 2008; Garcia-Blanco & Cushion 2010; Eriksen 2007.
include the European Commission policy documents, directives and Eurobarometer public opinion surveys. Research interviews conducted in Belgium and France with members of Euronews television and Euranet Plus radio, European journalists and representatives of the European Commission (in total there are 10 interviews) are the main empirical material of this research. The qualitative research is the main method applied within this study. The method of comparative studies is also applied to analyze the similarities, advantages and disadvantages of television and radio initiatives.

**Theorizing the European public sphere**

A large number of scholarly publications discuss the European public sphere and the role of media. In particular, many scholars agree that the pioneer researcher of the European public sphere was Habermas who “made the principal assumptions on the concept of the public sphere” (Harrison & Wessels 2009, 131). Habermas stated in 1960 that the public sphere is “a sphere between civil society and the state” (McCarthy 1989). Habermas also concluded that “the usage of the words 'public' and 'public sphere' betrays a multiplicity of concurrent meanings… Events and occasions are public when they are open to all…” (ibid, 1). So, from this perspective it is possible to conclude that one of the mechanisms to make events open for everyone is to ensure their publicity and to provide opportunities for ordinary citizens to participate in discussions and decision-making.

A review of published sources revealed a wide variety of perspectives on the development of the European public sphere, and the role of media and institutions. While there are numerous definitions of the European public sphere within the literature, a key common point is that the public sphere is defined as a communicative space that provides equal opportunities for all actors in the process of sharing public opinion. This communicative space can be “social”, “European”, and “transnational”. Communicative spaces can be organized in the form of a network, media network, forum, public debate (Eriksen 2007, 23; Harrison 2009, 9), and as a discussion (Heller & Renyi 2007, 173). The structures of the European public sphere include: political and social clubs (Eriksen 2007), think tanks, media, national and transnational NGOs which organize debates, forums, discussions, public protests, letters, communiques. Based on the definition of the European public sphere and the ability of media to involve a large audience of Europeans in the process of sharing public opinion, the media can be considered an important element of the European public sphere.
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5 I am referring here to the 1989 edition of his classical 1960 publication.

6 The European public sphere is described by various scholars as “a social room” (Eriksen 2007, 23), “a socio-spatial extension” (Wessler & Brüggemann 2007, 96), “a European transnational communication space” (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg 2008, 78), “a communicative space within which conversations and discussions (‘democratic deliberations’) take place” (Papathanassopoulos & Negrine 2011a, 128), “a truly inter- or transnational shared space where those holding political and bureaucratic power confront a well-informed, critical public” (Gripsrud 2007, 480).
The European public sphere has been researched by scholars because it is significant for European integration. Several scholars point out the role of the European public sphere in relation to the creation of a European identity, and the creation of a European “demos” to reinforce democratic legitimacy. An objective of the EU is the creation of a unified and strong European Community. Presently, the EU faces several problems that are connected with the lack of the feeling of togetherness of European citizens which is often characterized by scholars as a lack of a European identity. The first issue is that European citizens do not feel that they share a common sense of belonging to the European Union. These results were reflected in the Eurobarometer surveys EB 73-80 from May 2010 to December 2013. According to the Eurobarometer-survey in May 2012, “citizens of the different Member States feel very differently about the European Union” (PoliPedia.eu 2014). The second issue is that the EU citizens’ knowledge of the EU is very basic. How can a European identity be achieved? There are some models that were identified in the scholarly literature. The media with a European agenda can impact the public perception of themselves as Europeans. In the viewpoint of Brüggemann and Schulz-Forberg (2008), the media can help in strengthening the concept of the collective identity, and some media are actively involved in this process, e.g. Euronews and the European Voice. Citizen participation in the European project is a necessity for the functioning of the European Union unity. According to Eriksen (2007), democratic legitimacy can be achieved by public debates. In the point of view of Kaitatzi-Whitlock (2007, 696), European citizens have to be heard, to express opinions, “to fulfill their active information/communication rights”.

In summary, the European public sphere is important for identity, democratic legitimacy, support of the EU and European integration. Finally, the European public sphere is aimed at helping promote solidarity amongst citizens by creating a supranational political community.

The European media in creating the European public sphere

According to Harrison and Wessels (2009, 131), the networked structure of the European public sphere is “composed by different actors such as civil-society organizations, relays, media infrastructures which interact with different institutions not only within the EU but also on national, regional and local levels”. Although the media by itself might not necessarily be an initiator of debates, media can play a passive role as a one-way provider of information without receiving any feedback from citizens; scholars nonetheless pointed out the central role of media in the European public sphere.

Five functions can be attributed to the role of media in the European public sphere. The first function is a formation of a European identity. This point of view is supported by Kantner (2006,
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who stated that “the transnational mass media agenda of common European policy issues reinforces the awareness of ‘being in the same boat’”. The second function is the formation of public opinion. According to Trenz (2007), media is a generator of ideologies. Papathanassopoulos and Negrine believe that “the media do play a significant role in creating the context for the development of perceptions about things European” (2011a, 124). The third function of a fulfillment of democratic norms and citizens’ engagement can be implemented through the publications or participation in the television and radio programs. Media facilitate a connection between EU institutions and their publics, and provide “the freedom to express ideas publicly” (Eriksen 2007, 32). The fourth function of media in the European public sphere is ensuring transparency in the decision-making of EU-institutions’. From Statham’s perspective, the main interpreter of the European content making is the fact that the “European decision-making has to be visible to citizens” (Statcham 2011, 80). Finally, the function of media in the European public sphere is informing the public on European affairs. Trenz (2007, 89) stated that the media of the European public sphere could be identified as a European news cover.

For purposes of European integration, transnational media are particularly important and play a significant role. While there are numerous definitions and discussions of transnational media, the key notion of this definition is media that simultaneously covers EU affairs in several Member States and broadcasts in different languages. In contrast, “Europeanized” media devotes more time and space to news on European affairs (García-Blanco & Cushion 2010 – one example of Euronews), but do not necessarily broadcast or distribute their programming in more than one Member State. Transnational media can be national media with a transnational mission, international with a European agenda, pan-regional, or global media (Brüggemann & Schulz-Forberg 2008, 78). Some of them, such as Euronews and BBC, broadcast beyond the European public sphere, but remain transnational media in terms of the EU. Some scholars argue that transnational media play a significant role in the European public sphere and in European integration. Transnational audiovisual media are considered in the literature as a powerful tool to reach a large audience, to influence the public opinion, to create a common information space, to form a European identity, and to establish dialogue between EU institutions and their citizens.

The European Commission’s initiatives on creating transnational media

Many authors have referenced efforts of the European Union to create a European public sphere. The European Commission produced the major European Union legislative normative
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documents that included efforts to contribute to a communicative space where citizens participate in decision-making. An analysis of Treaties and European Commission policy documents reveals that the European public sphere has been on the agenda of policy documents since 1992. As stated in the White Paper on a European Communication Policy (2006), the communications gap between the EU and its citizens has been a subject of discussion in EU circles at least since the referenda that preceded the entry into force of the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. At that time the EU took steps towards improving the transparency of its institutions, the collaboration of EU institutions in public information, providing more opportunities for citizens’ debates, creating a closer union of people, and the creation of a political union. By 2015 the EU achieved significant progress in these directions.

The goal of the European Commission to support trans-European media – such as Euronews—has changed over time. In 1992, the initial the purpose was to foster the development of European digital video services, whereas since 2005 the Commission's goal is to support broadcasting news with a European agenda. The Plan-D (EC 2005) became the first working document that was aimed at promoting wide-range debates and provided financial opportunities for the development of transnational TV and radio networks on European affairs. The implementation of the EU communication strategies brought up the necessity of developing a new model of inter-institutional cooperation in the area of communication and transparency, and of new communication structures of the European Commission and Representatives of the EU in the Member States. Communications also became a part of the EU's regional policy.

In 2005, the European public sphere became a more prioritized topic because of the decrease of trust in European institutions and the rise of Euroscepticism. The creation of transnational media networks began in 2007, since the Lisbon Treaty. The Communicating Europe in Partnership (2007a) is one of the most important strategic policy documents of the European Commission on creating transnational audiovisual media with European agenda. The document contains a European Commission decision which finds its further implementation in the ensuring documents: “The Commission will contribute to greater and more sustainable coverage of EU affairs on existing audiovisual channels, and encourage European networking by broadcasters” (EC 2007a, 11). In general, this policy document brought new opportunities in sponsoring radio and TV programs on European affairs (EC 2007a). In 2008, the paper Communicating Europe through Audiovisual Media was adopted by the European Commission as a follow-up to Communicating Europe in Partnership. This paper (EC 2008a) together with the Internet Strategy (EC 2007b) is aimed to realize the Commission decision stated in the Communicating Europe in Partnership strategy to support networks of EU-content broadcasters. It is aimed at supporting existing networks of EU-content broadcasters and the creation of new networks.

In the following sections, I will consider the institutional models of Euronews and Euranet Plus, and their roles in the European public sphere based on my interview findings and field work. This primary research serves a broader goal, which is to compare these institutional models of transnational media with a European agenda.
**Euronews**

The Euronews television channel was established by broadcasters from 10 European countries in 1992 and started broadcasting in 1993. Its shareholders structure has changed during the last twenty years, and as of 2016 it is currently owned by 21 public television channels and three local authorities. Euronews has European shareholders and those that are outside of Europe. As a European Commission source mentioned, “Euronews broadcasts [are] not only for Europe but also [go] beyond the European public sphere”, to give them global coverage. It is possible to watch Euronews using satellite antennas in 155 countries around the world, including in Europe, Russia, Asia/Pacific, Middle East and Africa, Central and South America, and North America. Recently, Euronews opened a bureau in Washington (United States). Euronews’ main headquarters is in Lyon, France; but it also has bureaus and journalists working in Brussels, national bureaus in Kiev (Ukraine), Budapest (Hungary) and also in Athens (Greece). Presently, Euronews broadcasts in 13 languages: Arabic, English, French, German, Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Spanish, Turkish, and Ukrainian.

Denis Loktev, a senior producer of Euronews, pointed out that it is not a network but a transnational TV channel that has editorial offices. According to Loktev, the role of Euronews as a transnational media in creating the European public sphere is to help citizens “living in different countries to communicate with each other, because they need to know what happens in other countries than theirs”. According to Loktev, the lack of information on the European integration project and the fact that citizens only get news from national media leads many citizens feeling that “something is happening behind their backs. They do not really understand the European Union, they do not get a clear idea of what it is and why they need to support it”. In order to change this situation, “what needs to be done is better informing people and better interaction. People need to be able to learn more about the European integration project and to participate more, to talk directly to people living in other countries, to discuss different topics of integration and to feel this is something they want and need”. Loktev pointed out that “Euronews was created to cover global news, primarily European news from a common European viewpoint as a counterpoint to the national viewpoint”. Loktev concluded that “Euronews is the only TV channel that broadcasts news about Europe from the European viewpoint in 13 languages, most European languages, it is a good example of how it can be done”.

Albina Lir, a strategic planning editor of Euronews, pointed out that the role of Euronews is in explaining what is going on in Europe. The problem that citizens face is “everything that European institutions decide is very difficult to understand because European citizens are really far from that. They have their own lives, but decisions made in Brussels affect them. Euronews is
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19 Interview with Denis Loktev (a senior producer of Euronews), in conversation with author, Lyon, France, 30 May 2014.
a kind of bridge to talk with European institutions to understand the results of what they decide and how it will impact Europe and people living in Europe’. According to her, Euronews produces two types of news: one explains news events to Europeans and the other tells what Europe already thinks about various events. Lir mentioned that “the idea of Euronews is to expand broadcast languages up to 24. Euronews presents many cultures, it gives an opportunity to viewers to learn about different countries and in some sense it plays an educational role”. According to her, the role of Euronews is “to be objective, to try to inform Europeans on what is going on not only in Brussels and European institutions but in the European countries as well”.22

The deputy editor in chief of Euronews Stéphane Parizot explained that the goal of Euronews is to provide news but also to explain what Europe is, to make this concept easier to understand. Sometimes coverage news on European affairs can be boring. Euronews tries “to translate it in European language in simple words”. He also pointed out that “if we manage to explain what is the real Europe, if we manage to make people understand what it is, this type of media could be considered as helpful for the European integration”. Parizot pointed out that Euronews changed an editorial line a few years ago to become “the first channel starting to broadcast debates of the European Commission candidates”. In 2014, for the first time in the history of the European Parliament elections, European voters could directly elect the President of the European Commission. Euronews held live debates broadcasted in 13 languages.

Augustin Palokaj, the chief of the Croatian newspaper Jutarhji List bureau in Brussels, also noticed that Euronews recently started organizing debates to invite analysts to discuss the issues they present. The large neon-lit studio of Euronews was placed at the central hallway of the European Parliament in Brussels on the election night on May 26, 2014. Palokaj noted that

Euronews was the only TV channel to cover European elections from a European point of view. For example, if we turned on the BBC channel, [there would be] coverage of the European elections only reporting from the British angle: how a UK party won most of the votes, what will be the role of the UK in the future of the European Union, how will these results reflect UK relations with the rest of the European Union, and so on. It was the same with the German and Spanish TV channels and other national television channels. Euronews was the only channel to provide a broader European picture.

Palokaj concluded that this time was different because, “during the debates on the eve of the European Parliament elections, Euronews was pretty balanced because they had in the studio different analysts, they had interviews with the main presidential candidates representing various political parties. They also interviewed people from different parties and were even publishing
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feeds\textsuperscript{27} from the viewers”.\textsuperscript{28} As was pointed out by Lir, this was the first time when Euronews was so well represented in Brussels (a studio in the Brussels office and a studio in the European Parliament).\textsuperscript{29} The choice of speakers showed that Euronews gave an opportunity to speak out mostly to representatives of civil society, journalists and bloggers and independent analysts. They also placed an emphasis on the coverage of the youth vote.

These interviews suggest that the role of Euronews in the European public sphere is to: create a supranational point of view, explain to Europeans what is going on in neighbouring countries, develop a feeling among Europeans that the EU is their common unity, discuss different topics about the European integration, raise discussion and ensure more transparency the EU-institutions. The Euronews bureau in Brussels which opened in June 2011, serves these goals. All interviewees agreed that the opening of a bureau in Brussels brought many innovations to the Euronews structure, which has allowed the channel to strengthen its cooperation with EU institutions and to produce more news on European affairs.

As it was claimed by Euronews in 2014, “Euronews’ worldwide distribution has nearly doubled in the last 5 years and the channel continues its global expansion, now covering all 5 continents”. The channel is viewed within households, hotels, and on board major airlines, Euronews displays in busy places, and in colleges and universities (Ibid). Among many public places, Euronews broadcasts its latest news at: NATO, EU and European Commission headquarters in Brussels and Strasbourg; shareholders Brussels train stations; the French Parliament in Paris, international airports in Kiev, Tunis, Bucharest, Istanbul; and within media companies like Le Figaro Newspaper in France or the OMD media agency in London (Euronews, 2014). According to the Q1 2014 Euronews distribution report, Germany holds the largest number of household viewers (30 million), followed by France (23 million), and the UK (16 million). In Russia, there 17 million household viewers. On the other hand, there are 4 million household viewers in Belgium, 1 million in Greece and Ireland, and 7 million in the Netherlands and in Italy respectively.

Over time, the target audience of Euronews has thus been expanded. In an effort to prioritize youth viewership, Euronews launched the Euronews Campus in February 2014. This program was aimed to organize live broadcasting in prestigious universities worldwide. Euronews has secured partnerships with several universities in Europe – Belgium (Vesalius College, Brussels School of Journalism and Communications), Cyprus (Cyprus University of Technology), France (EnLyon Business school) and also in Egypt (Future University in Egypt), New Zealand (University of Auckland) and Turkey (Marmara University) with more than 130,000 students in total to ensure their awareness about European affairs. The Euranet Plus radio network was the next significant initiative of the European Commission to create an audiovisual transnational media on European affairs.

\begin{footnotes}
\item \textsuperscript{27} Feeds are brief texts (comments) received from viewers through different mobile devices.
\item \textsuperscript{28} Ibid, 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{29} Interview with Albina Lir (a strategic editor of Euronews), in conversation with author, Lyon, France, 30 May 2014.
\end{footnotes}
**Euranet Plus**

The Euranet Plus radio network was the next significant initiative of the European Commission to create an audiovisual transnational media on European affairs. As was mentioned by several interviewees, the idea of launching a network of radio channels on European affairs came from the European Commission. A source in the European Commission also pointed out, “Euranet did not exist before the Commission call for tenders. Euranet is a private contractor but it is also a part of the Commission initiative”. According to Jan Simmen, Management/Strategy Chief of Euranet Plus and a former member of the Euranet Consortium (2008 to 2012), the idea of creating a radio network was developed prior the European Parliament elections of 2009. The official mission of the network is to create awareness about European affairs, strengthen the understanding of European affairs, better inform citizens and to stimulate exchange of opinions and debates of European citizens on EU affairs.

The institutional model of the Euranet radio network changed several times due to changing requirements of the European Commission. Euranet and Euranet Plus radio network are two projects that were awarded contracts by the European Commission in 2008 and in 2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Euranet – from 2008 to 2012 (the European Commission first tender, contract of DG Communications)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euranet Plus – from 2013 to present (the European Commission second tender, contract of DG Communications)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euranet Connect (Universities’ radio) – from 2008 to 2012 (contract of DG Education and Culture)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euranet Plus Connect (Universities’ radio) – from 2013 to present (partly supported by the grant of DG Education and Culture and by the Euranet Plus news agency)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the Warsaw Declaration of Pan-European cooperation and communication (Polskie radio 2009), the Euranet Consortium was founded on 25 July 2007. From April 1, 2008 the Euranet network began broadcasting programs on European affairs in languages of the countries belonging to the European Union; this was the first time when the European Commission awarded a five-year contract to the Euranet Consortium. At the end of 2012 the European Commission decided not to renew the first service contract with Euranet but to launch a new tender for a new contract. The purpose of the call for tenders was “to develop the production and broadcast of regular, specifically dedicated radio programmes in different official EU languages,
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at peak listening times by each member of a network of professional EU radio broadcasters” (Euroalert 2013).34

As a source in the European Commission stated, it was “a tender to renew not the project but the concept of the pan-European network of radios”35. In 2013 the contract based on the tender PO/2012-09/A6 “Production and broadcast of radio programmes on EU affairs, on air and on digital platforms, by a network of EU radio broadcasters” was awarded to Euranet Plus (Euroalert 2013). However the conditions of the contract were changed. According to this second call for tenders, to join the network a radio has to satisfy the criteria that are include within the technical specification of the contract: to have 300,000 listeners per day or to a 5 percent share of the national market and to broadcast news with European perspective no less than 75 minutes per week (the initial Euranet had no conditions).36

The editorial line of Euranet Plus was also changed by the second contract with the European Commission. Previously there was no definition of European news. The main goal of Euranet Plus is now to cover stories which are related to the European agenda and European policies and to the activities of EU institutions. The main point of the Euranet Plus new editorial line is stated as follows: “The goal of the network is to produce together European stories directly related to European policies and the European agenda”, as explained Dominique D’Olne, the Chief operating officer for Editorial content of Euranet Plus.37 According to D’Olne, at the beginning of the contract Euranet was supposed to be used for building the European public sphere. Telling the audience stories about what was happening in other EU countries was their main contribution to the development of the European public sphere.38 This mandate is expressed in the European Commission document (EC 2008b): “to bring the European Union and its citizens closer together”.

Euranet Plus members do many interviews with citizens from other EU countries, not only from the country of broadcasting. D’Olne explained the importance of this type of coverage: “It is important to make listeners aware that Europe is not only a question of national interest of 28 partners. It is a task of journalism to show that there are some European issues that are not of national interest”.39 Mareike Roewekamp, a Project Manager of the Administrative office of Euranet Plus, stated that the promotion of the exchange of opinions and debates is a part of the mission of Euranet Plus.40 In particular, each Euranet Plus radio station has programs that are called talk-shows which engage citizens in debates, ask for their opinions.41 An interview with people on a street is also a way of asking opinions. Some members have online tools for the exchange of opinions. Euranet Plus also conducts a monthly debate series, Citizens’ Corner,
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37 Interview with Dominique D’Olne (chief operating officer, editorial content of Euranet Plus), in conversation with author, Brussels, Belgium, 20 May 2014.
39 French BFM radio ‘500 million Europeans’ is an example of a such talk-show.
40 Interview with Mareike Roewekamp (project manager, administrative office of Euranet Plus), in conversation with author, Paris, France, 28 May 2014.
which takes place in the European Parliament in Brussels. Its purpose is to connect decision makers with European citizens.\footnote{Interview with Mareike Roewekamp, in conversation with author, 2014.}

Today, Euranet Plus claims that they have 20 million listeners per day and includes 15 radio stations broadcasting in 15 countries in 14 languages.\footnote{Euranet Plus members: Belgium – RTBF radio; Bulgaria - Bulgarian national radio; Croatia - HRT – Croatian radio; Estonia - Sky radio; France - BFM, Germany – AMS-NET; Greece – Skai radio, Hungary - MTVA Magyar radio, Italy - Radio24 – Ilsole24Ore; Latvia - Latvijas Radio; Poland - Polskie radio; Portugal - Renascença; Romania – Romanian national radio; Slovenia – radio Slovenia International; Spain - Castilla y Leon.} Each of these countries is represented by only one station. There are both private and public radio stations among the Euranet Plus members. For example, RTBF in Belgium, Polskie radio in Poland, and Bulgarian national radio in Bulgaria are public. On the other hand, there are several private member stations as well, for instance, Sky Radio in Estonia, Castilla y Leon in Spain, and BFM in France. In March 2013 Euranet Plus opened a news agency in Brussels. The impression obtained from visiting the Euranet Plus news agency in Brussels, conversations with RTBF (a partner radio station) employees, a representative of the administrative office of Euranet Plus in Paris, is that the new agency in Brussels plays the role of a central news agency through making news and providing content for the network members. Yet another function of the news agency is that it represents the network at the European institutions through establishing connections and participation in events and through representation of the network online. The Euranet Plus news agency in Brussels contributes to the development of a supranational point of view. According to Jean-Michel Bos, Editor-in-Chief of Euranet Plus news agency in Brussels, the weekly conferences with network members are helpful in development of a common point of view and a common angle to present the European topics.\footnote{Interview with Jean-Michel Bos (Editor-in-Chief of Euranet Plus news agency in Brussels), in conversation with author, Brussels, Belgium, 21 May 2014.}

The youth audience is also a priority of the Euranet Plus radio network. Since 2013, its news agency in Brussels has produced materials and managed the web-page for the informal initiative of European universities radio network: Euranet Plus Connect (which is not covered by the contract of the EU). “Plus Connect”, was created at the same time of Euranet and helps the radio network involve students in debates on European affairs. It includes participation from European universities in Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany, Ireland, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain and Sweden. These radio stations can also provide local coverage. For example, radio Moreeni in Finland, which belongs to Radio University, is also a local radio station. Their frequency serves approximately 300.000 potential listeners in Tampere, Finland and the surrounding area.

Technically, Euranet Plus Connect is independent from Euranet Plus, however as Mareike Roewekamp said, they “work under one brand… it is not in the frame of the contract but we provide help to this initiative”.\footnote{Interview with Mareike Roewekamp, in conversation with author, 2014.} According to D’Olne, Euranet Plus still works with universities and plans to increase the presence of students in social media, for example, on behalf of Euranet Plus and to develop something in the academic field.\footnote{Interview with Mareike Roewekamp, in conversation with author, 2014.} Euranet Plus has some projects in developing Masters programs in European journalism. In the next section, the results of the
analysis of the institutional models of Euronews and Euranet Plus will be applied to test the main research hypothesis that Euronews provided institutional learning for Euranet Plus with the European Commission as the vehicle.

Institutional learning

There is no direct connection between Euronews and Euranet Plus. They are two separate organizations. Their projects and their relations with the European Commission are also different, as are the philosophies.47 The main difference between the two is that Euronews covers world news, including European news, from a supranational point of view. In contrast, Euranet Plus radio members covers mostly local European news and broadcast only 75 minutes of news with a European point of view weekly. Roewekamp pointed out that both initiatives came from the European Commission. According to Roewekamp, “the models are different, and the media are different”.48

Table 1. Commonalties and Differences between Euronews and Euranet Plus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commonalities</th>
<th>Differences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Media established by several European broadcasters</td>
<td>The Euronews model involves European and non-European broadcasters as shareholders. Euronet Plus is a network of European broadcasters working under the same brand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transnational European media</td>
<td>Euronews is a transnational television channel. Euronet Plus is a transnational network of national radios in 15 Member States.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headquarters in France</td>
<td>Euronews headquarters is located in Lyon. Euronet Plus headquarters is located in Paris.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting news with a European point of view is not the main stream</td>
<td>Euronews is specialized in international news seen by European journalists. The Brussels bureau provides a European point of view. Euronet Plus radio members are national radio stations that broadcast 75 minutes of news with a European point of view weekly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation and broadcasting of news from a European point of view</td>
<td>Euronews broadcasts the EU institutional news, more frequently since the Brussels bureau was opened. Euronet Plus radio broadcasts European institutional news daily/weekly in various program formats.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Programming on European affairs: address national audiences in their own languages</td>
<td>Euronews has daily current news on European affairs and also programs on regional policy. In general, there are the same programmes in 13 languages. Euronet Plus radio members have a variety of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

47 This argument is based on the author’s conducted interviews in 2014 with D’Olne, a source in the European Commission, Lir, Loktev, Roewekamp and Simmen.
48 Interview with Mareike Roewekamp, in conversation with author, 2014.
programs on European affairs titled differently and
they have a different content.

| Existence of the internal and external editorial line | Euronews has an internal editorial line and there is no definition on what is a news on European affairs. Euranet Plus: what is a news on European affairs is stated in the contract of the European Commission. |

If there is no direct connection between Euronews and Euranet Plus, institutional learning still occurred, from Euronews practice to Euranet Plus. Euronews practice has been taken by the European Commission as a basis for a further development of transnational media on European affairs. Institutional learning became possible through the European Commission policy documents for audiovisual networks on European affairs. The European Commission policy documents *Communicating Europe in Partnership* (EC 2007a) and *Communicating Europe through audiovisual media* (EC 2008a) had objectives to accelerate the creation of audiovisual media with a European agenda.

It is very noticeable that the European Commission made use of the Euronews practice in these policy documents and finally came up with a new model of a European broadcaster. Based on existing practice, the European Commission formulated a set of proposals for audiovisual networks and in particular for a European radio network. The Euronews practice has been addressed directly and indirectly in European media studies, and was included in European citizens’ surveys. Euronews provided institutional learning for Euranet Plus with the European Commission as the vehicle. The second contract of services with the European radio network started with the creation of a news agency in Brussels. The Euronews opened its Brussels bureau in 2011 only two years before the Euranet Plus followed suit in 2013.

**Potential weaknesses of the European radio project**

Based on an analysis of the European radio project, a comparative analysis of Euranet Plus and Euronews practices, a study of the European Commission policy documents for creating audiovisual media networks, as well as interviews with practitioners, I have identified several potential weak points of the European radio network project. Euranet Plus is the latest and the most significant European Commission’ project in this area.

Changing several points in the second contract with the Euranet Plus network in 2013, the European Commission was guided by the financial considerations and by the intention to clarify what is news with European agenda, a supranational news to cover. However, these changes of the contract requirements first considered as advantages, carry a risk of becoming drawbacks in the future. As it was pointed out by one of the observers, some former network members complained that at the beginning, when the Euranet radio network had just been established, there were no rules. The requirement of a strict editorial line on European news can lead to an incomplete coverage of European affairs, loss of interest to European news and as a result withdrawing of citizens from media debates and a loss of trust in national media; a loss of journalistic interest to cover news on European affairs. The requirement of having an audience of 300,000 listeners per day for a radio network member can lead to a loss of radio members and a presence of network not in all EU Member States. The interference of the European Commission and the European Parliament can lead to a loss of freedom to express independent points of view by radio members on European affairs, and also to a loss of independence from the European
institutions. In the situation when these issues are aggravated with the other challenges described by Trenz (2008, 57-58), which are “the entertainment value of EU is low”, “citizens do not accept news from Brussels seriously”, “cynical public requires more negative news”, the probability of the aforementioned risks can be higher and lead to more serious consequences.

Next steps

The current contract of the European Commission with Euranet Plus is being implemented until 2018, and it is hard to predict whether the requirements of the contract will remain the same or not. As it was concluded by a source in the European Commission yet it is not clear what will be other steps on the way of development of the European public sphere and audiovisual media. Shirin Wheeler, Spokesperson of the Commissioner of the Commission of the Regions, said that having been in the European Commission for a few years, she can say that the Commission is asking right questions now, focusing on debates, rather than propaganda, but asking what people care about. Wheeler believes that “media networks do play an important role in the development of a public sphere because this how people get most of their information. Like the EU itself the media networks need to reflect particular interests and particular cultures of the EU”.

Conclusion

In this article, I have examined two transnational audiovisual media on European affairs which are supported by the European Commission. The main hypothesis of this study has been supported: Euronews and Euranet Plus as audiovisual transnational media represent an effort to foster the development of the European public sphere. Euronews and Euranet Plus contribute to the development of the European public sphere mostly through initiating debates on European affairs with the involvement of the civil society and the youths of the European Union, developing the feeling among Europeans that the EU is their common cause, discussing different topics of European integration. Euronews provided institutional learning for Euranet Plus with the European Commission as the vehicle. Institutional learning became possible through the European Commission policy documents for audiovisual networks on European affairs which are based on Euronews practices. As can be seen, Euronews has been functioning for over 20 years and it is a dynamic structure. Euronews changes its priorities following new challenges, and new priorities of the European public sphere. The study highlighted the importance of further research on the role of transnational audiovisual media on European affairs in the development of the European public sphere, in particular during the elections campaign for the 2019 European Parliament Elections.

50 Interview with Shirin Wheeler (Spokesperson of the Commissioner of the Commission of the Regions), in conversation with author, Brussels, Belgium, 26 May 2014.
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